
 

 

CHILDREN’S DAY CELEBRATION 

The kids fest 

 

 

 

 

 

 

14TH NOV:The children’s day celebration culminated 

with the Kids Fest which included exciting 

programmes put up by III-V boys’section in the 

auditorium .The programme started with a 

documentary a tribute to Pandit Jawaharlal 

Nehru, 

 

A beautiful DUA, “lab pe ati hai 

dua banke tamanna meri …….” as “ My 

longing comes to my lips as supplication of 

mine…..” of Allama Iqbal was recited by 

boys, who were trained by Urdu/Arabic 

department . 

 

 



 

 

Wonderful skit was presented by English department. “MIND 

YOUR LANGUAGE”. It was to create a light atmosphere  in 

the crowd as it was to make children laugh, as it was their 

day to enjoy. 

 

 

The beautiful story of  

young boy Abdul Qadir Gilani, 

later grown up and became a great scholar. 

In his childhood, in order to pursue knowledge he 

started his  journey to Baghdad in a caravan. Group 

of robbers attacked the caravan and started looting. 

He confessed of having 40 gold coins with him  . He 

was obedient to his mother.  Mother made me promise to 

always be truthful  even at the cost of my life. All the robbers  gave up robbery 

and became righteous persons in a skit .“OBEDIENCE TO PARENTS”  and “In 

shaa Allah” song was sung melodiously by the students, who were trained by 

Islamic department. 

 

Importance of love, unity and peace in the world 

depicted in the play,“PREM SE HUMKO JEENE 

DO” with colourful animal costumes, marvelously 

perfomed  by the boys, who were trained by  

hindi department. 



 

 

Interesting connection between education and entertainment was presented  by the 

Maths department, 

describing the catchy songs for all the subjects 

including lunch and dispersal in  “A DAY AT 

SCHOOL”.  

 

 

 

Our little stars were enlightened  with one of  the most 

sensitive issue of our society to raise awareness and to 

prevent child labour i.e., “NO CHILD LABOUR” by 

E.V.S. Department. 

 “life of little ones are destroyed when child labor is 

employed” 

 

“SOUTH INDIAN culture was depicted in the traditional songs  also known as 

“Carnatic songs” performed by Third Language 

Department. 

 

“We the III-V BS –Memorable Glimses” compiled by 

Computer Department mesmerised the audience . 

The main motto of all the respective departments  was to combine education with 

entertainment.The participation of the students played a vital role in making the 

programme a big success. 

Charismatic performance of the students won the hearts of the audience. 

 

 


